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Report:
A) Overview
In the environment, microorganisms control Se fate by reducing toxic-, water soluble oxyanions (selenite,
selenate) to elemental Se. This has been applied in the past in the frame of bioremediation to decontaminate
wastewaters. Microbial products formed are of nanometer size (biogenic elemental nano selenium,
BioNSe)1,2, which raises concern due to the considerably different physiological activity (i.e. nanotoxicity) of
nanomaterials. When such BioNSe particles are released from bioremediation systems and enter the aqueous
environment of receiving waters, they may be taken up and biotransformed by organisms, for instance
Daphnia. BioNSe consists of a thermodynamically meta-stabile allotrope, which can be transformed to
trigonal Se. Using Daphnia magna, a model organism for ecotoxicity, we could recently demonstrate the
latter allotropes differ substantially in their toxicity. At the DUBBLE beamline at ESRF, we could now for
the first time successfully quantify the latter phase transformations during different exposure conditions
prevailing in the toxicity experiments. Furthermore, the measurements at DUBBLE allowed us to firstly
assess Se speciation within Daphnids that had been exposed to different Se forms (BioNSe and further Se
nanoparticles, as well as dissolved Se).

B) Quality of measurement/data
The runs have been successful and data recorded is of very high quality. A variety of Se K-edge spectra were
collected at DUBBLE for previously not studied model compounds relevant for Se speciation in Daphnids
(Figure 1B). Se speciation within the Daphnids could be recorded even in samples were fairly diluted in

selenium (i.e. environmentally relevant exposure concentrations of ~200 µg / L) (Figure 1A). We want to
take the opportunity to state that the support by Dr. Dipanjan Banerjee was excellent in every aspect.
C) Status and progress of evaluation
Data reduction and analysis is underway, using a variety of methods. However, it is too early to provide any
definitive result at this time, because XAFS requires very careful analysis. Still, the significantly different
XANES and EXAFS features recorded may allow already for some first careful conclusions (see D).

Figure 1. Selenium K-edge spectra collected at DUBBLE of Daphnia magna tissue speciation diluted in
selenium (A) with k2-weighted EXAFS and of previously non-studied organic Se species relevant for
nanotoxicity (B) with k2-weighted EXAFS spectra.

D) Results
Although in depth analysis is still in progress, we can already conclude that Se phase transformations from
BioNSe towards trigonal Se indeed can take place in aqueous environments, crucially determining Se
toxicity. In addition, substantially different XAFS features (XANES, EXAFS) indicate that Se speciation
within Daphnids is strongly dependent on the form of Se fed. The results gained at DUBBLE will thus
provide a more detailed understanding of mechanisms that underlie the severe toxicity of BioNSe towards
model organisms.
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